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Aims
The major challenge is the proper evaluation and use
of technology and other diagnostic methods to improve
care of patients with epilepsy when there is such a
broad range of available technology and expertise
across the globe. At one extreme is the optimal best
practices in developed societies, the other is optimal
use of limited resources in underdeveloped economies.
These issues touch upon education as well as
assessments and utilization of diagnostic methods, and
emerging diagnostic methods and disciplines.

Neuropathology Task Force
The focus of the Neuropathology Task Force was on a
new proposal for the classification of focal cortical
dysplasias (FCDs) and Hippocampal Sclerosis (HS). The
task force on FCD published “The clinicopathologic
spectrum of focal cortical dysplasias: a consensus
classification proposed by an ad hoc Task Force of the
ILAE Diagnostic Methods Commission” (Blümcke et al,
Epilepsia 2011;52:158-74); and the task force on HS
just finished a Consensus Classification of HS that was
published recently in “International consensus
classification of hippocampal sclerosis in temporal lobe
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epilepsy”:  A Task Force report from the ILAE
Commission on Diagnostic Methods. Blümcke et al.
Epilepsia 2013 doi: 10.1111/epi.12220. 

Neurophysiology Task Force
The Neurophysiology Task Force met regularly at
regional and international congresses to strategize and
follow up various initiatives. One of the primary goals
was to integrate efforts with other task forces and
commissions to achieve a broader impact. Several of
the initiatives have made significant progress and have
plans to continue strategic efforts in the next four years.
A document with recommendations developed jointly
with the Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery Task Force of the
ILAE (“Diagnostic Test Utilization in Evaluation for
Resective Epilepsy Surgery in Children”) is being
submitted to the ILAE executive committee for review
and a symposium on this topic has been organized at
the ILAE meeting in Montreal 2013.

Neuroimaging Task Force
The three main goals of the Neuroimaging Task Force
were to (1) formulate “evidence-based” guidelines on
“role of imaging in Pediatric Surgery,” (2) evaluate the
“role of advanced imaging methods in Epilepsy
Surgery” and (3) promote global education/training in
neuroimaging for neurologists and radiologists.
Guidelines for imaging infants and children with
recent-onset epilepsy were published in Epilepsia in
2009 (50:2147-53), and a commentary on diagnostic
testing study guidelines and practice parameters in
Epilepsia (2011 52:1750-6). During meetings in
Boston (AES 2009) and Rome (ILAE 2011), they
prepared for a three-day workshop in London, 27-29
September 2012, which comprehensively assessed the
clinical role and use of EEG-fMRI, cognitive fMRI for
language and memory, as well as the added value of
PET and SPECT, and post-processing of MRI. This
workshop forms the basis of a “position paper” of
expert opinions on the clinical use of these advanced

imaging methods, soon to be submitted to the
executive committee of the ILAE for publication in
Epilepsia. A long-distance neuroimaging teaching
program was formally accepted by the ILAE. Members
of the imaging task force participated in the annual
Neuroimaging web courses offered by VIREPA, which
included students from different parts of the world.
Some of the students were supported by scholarships
offered by ILAE.

Neuropsychology Task Force
The Neuropsychology Task Force organized a special
international workshop entitled Neuropsychology in the
Care of People with Epilepsy. The meeting was held in
Toronto, Canada, 3-6 November 2010 and was
organized under the auspices of the journal Epileptic
Disorders. Members from our Neuropsychology Task
Force were represented on the organizing and planning
committees, served as speakers and discussants, and
additionally served as co-editors of the text that
emanated from the meeting. The session was attended
by 52 specialists from 13 countries representing
expertise in adult and pediatric neuropsychology,
psychiatry, neurology, neuroimaging, cognitive
neurosciences, electrophysiology, and pharmacology.
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